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As VLSI technology enters the nanometer era, the supply voltage is continually 

dropped. This condition helps to reduce the power dissipation, but make the power in-
tegrity problem become worse. Employing decoupling capacitances (decap) at floorplan 
stage has been a common approach to alleviate the supply noise problem. However, the 
decap budget is often overly estimated in previous researches. Besides the decap budget 
computation, the available floorplan space does not fully used in previous works. In one 
floorplan, it usually has many available spaces except the empty space that could be used 
to insert the decap without increasing the floorplan area. Therefore, our goal in this work 
is to develop a better model to calculate the required decap to solve the power supply 
noise problem of area-array based designs and to increase he usage of the available space 
in the floorplan to reduce the area overhead caused by decap insertion. The experimental 
results are encouraging. Compared with other approaches, our algorithm can reduce 
52.6% decap budget on the MCNC benchmarks but still keep the power supply noise in 
the given constraint. The final floorplan areas with decap are also less than the numbers 
reported in previous papers.   
 
Keywords: decoupling capacitance, floorplanning, physical design, power estimation, 
area-array architecture  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

As VLSI technology enters the nanometer era, the supply voltage is continually 
dropped. This condition helps to reduce the power dissipation, but also decrease the noise 
margin of the devices. Therefore, the integrity problem has become one of the major fac-
tors that affect chip yield. Basically, the integrity problems can be categorized into the 
signal integrity problem and the power integrity problem. In this paper, we focus on the 
power integrity problem that caused by the power supply noises, such as the IR-drop and 
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ΔI (delta-I , Ldi/dt) noise. Many researches have proposed various approaches to solve 
this problem at every design stages. The power/ground (P/G) network [4-8] is an impor-
tant factor in the supply noise problem. The power supply noise can be greatly improved 
by a better P/G network and with minimal penalty cost. In [9, 10], the authors use opti-
mal wire sizing to increase the integrity of the signals. 

Besides sizing the power lines, employing decoupling capacitances (decap) has been 
a common approach to reduce the supply noise. Traditionally, the decap insertion process 
is performed after routing in the physical design flow. Unfortunately, the area of the de-
cap is greatly increased because the module placement has been fixed. Therefore, more 
and more researches propose to insert decap before routing. In [11], the authors propose 
a two-step decap insertion method to improve power supply noise in placement level. 
This method includes one prediction method and one correction method. In the predic-
tion step, the required decap is pessimistically estimated. Although the decap size can be 
adjusted in the correction step, it is still possible to obtain smaller area overhead if the 
decap insertion can be considered at earlier stage. 

In [1] and [2], the authors propose the decap insertion methods at floorplan level to 
reduce supply noise. Unfortunately, the decap budget is often overly estimated in previ-
ous researches. They assume that the decap must be able to fully store the maximum cur-
rent of the module, which is too pessimistic in our observation. Besides the decap budget 
computation, the available floorplan space does not fully used in previous works. In one 
floorplan, it usually have many available spaces except the empty space that can be used 
to insert the decap without increasing the floorplan area. Therefore, our goal in this work 
is to develop a better model to calculate the required decap to solve the power supply 
noise problem and to increase the usage of the available space in the floorplan to reduce 
the area overhead caused by decap insertion. 

In recent high-performance IC manufacturing, the flip-chip and area-array architec-
tures [18] are often used. The traditional location of the I/O Pad is set around the core. In 
the area-array architecture, the I/O Pad is set over the core. Because the I/O Pads are dis-
tributed over the chip, the packaging issue should be considered in floorplan stage to 
reduce the distance from the core I/O to the signal bumps. In [12], the authors provide a 
power bump allocation method to effectively reduce the distance with from the supply 
voltage nodes to modules, thus reducing power supply noise. However, without decap 
insertion, resultant floorplans may still suffer from supply noise violations. 

Based on the area-array architecture, we propose a two-step approach in this paper 
that includes a noise-driven floorplanning algorithm and a decap insertion algorithm to 
suppress power supply noise at the floorplan level, as illustrated in Fig. 1. First, we use a 
noise-driven floorplan algorithm to reduce the possible noise. The power supply noise 
would be substantially increased when two high-current blocks are placed at the adjacent 
locations. Therefore, high current consumption blocks are not abutted in our floorplan 
algorithm. The second step is the decap insertion method. We use a Noise-driven Decap 
Planning with Minimum Area Insertion (NDP_MAI) algorithm to reduce the noise after 
floorplanning. In this step, given an initial compacted floorplan and the current consump-
tion for all blocks, the NDP_MAI algorithm can calculate the minimal decap budget and 
determine the locations of the inserted decap for each block to satisfy the noise con-
straints. 
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Fig. 1. The illustration of our two-step approach. 

 

The key contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: (1) We have devel-
oped a better noise estimation model that can obtain less decap area compared with pre-
vious approaches; (2) We use the O-tree representation with strong adjacent module rela-
tion as our engine for noise-driven floorplanning, and successfully modify two opera-
tions Delete and Insert to avoid high-current blocks being placed at adjacent locations; (3) 
We have presented an algorithm to increase the usage of the available space in the floor-
plan for the required decap to meet the noise constraint.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem formu-
lation. Section 3 describe our noise estimation method and decap budget computation. 
The floorplanning approach and decap insertion algorithm are presented in section 4. 
Experimental results are shown in section 5. We conclude the paper in section 6. 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In the traditional chip design, the decap insertion method is used to solve the power 
supply noise problem after the routing level. In this paper, we propose to solve this prob-
lem in early design stage. Given a set of module, B1, B2, …, Bm, k

genI  and max ,kI  of each 
block , of each block Bi, the locations for each VDD source and the noise constraint for 
each module, find a feasible solution such that each block Bi obtains appropriate and 
minimal decap budget size DBSi, and minimum penalty area when DBSi is inserted. 

3. ESTIMATING POWER NOISE AND REQUIRED DECOUPLING 
CAPACITANCE 

3.1 Power Delivery Model and Noise Estimation 
 
In this paper, the power source distribution is based on the area-array architecture 

[18]. The area-array architecture is a mesh structure and the VDD and GND bumps are 
uniformly distributed across the die with signal bumps in fixed interspersed location, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2 (A). In designing chips, the I/O locations will greatly improve the 
performance than the traditional design. If the area-array architecture is used, the distance 
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Fig. 2. Area-array footprint SoC. 

 
from the core I/O to the connection point of the package would be substantially de-
creased and the performance would be significantly improved. Therefore, the area-array 
architecture is extensively used in high-performance chips. 

In the general chip design, any VDD bump would supplies the current to all mod-
ules according to the direct proportion of the distance from the bump to the module. In 
the area-array architecture, four neighboring VDD bumps (right-top, right-down, left-top 
and left-down) of the module would supply the main current. Therefore we compute the 
noise from these VDD bumps only. Because the power network is a mesh grid, the VDD 
bumps would follow the grid to supply the current. If we compute the noise for each cur-
rent path, we would expense great times to obtain the accurate result. In [2], it has an 
experimental result about the computation of the path. If we calculate the noise from four 
neighbor VDD bumps and consider the shortest paths and the second shortest paths only, 
the error is less than 10% (compared with HSPICE). This computation method is fast and 
the error could be control in one expectable range. We use this method to compute the 
power supply noise in the floorplan level. We can use Kirchhoff’s voltage law to repre-
sent the noise calculation for each module: 

( / )
jk jk

k
j

k
noise j P P j

P T
V i R L di dt

∈

= + ×∑                                     (1) 

where ( )k
noiseV  denotes the power supply noise at module k, Pj denotes the path from VDD 

to node j, Tk denotes the union of shortest paths and the second shortest paths, RPjk de-
notes the resistance of Pjk, LPjk denotes the inductance of Pjk and ij is the current flowing 
along path Pj.  
 
3.2 Decoupling Capacitance Budget Computation 
 

In [1] and [2], the authors assume that the decap should fully supply the maximum 
current of the module, as shown in the white region in Fig. 3. Based on this environment, 
the decap budget would be overly estimated. Actually, the VDD pin continually provides 
a current as the gray region in Fig. 3 when the chip is running. Therefore, the required 
decap size can be significantly reduced.  

The required decap size can be easily obtained by the difference between the maxi-
mum current (Imax) and the target current limit (Igen) for each module. Assume the target 
current limit of module k is defined as ,k

genI  k = 1, 2, …, M, and the maximum switching 
current of module k is max .kI  Let Ck be the required decap for circuit k and Qk is the 
amount of electric charge of the Ck. Then Qk can be obtained by the following equation 
based on the triangle model shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Switching current consumption profile of module k. 
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where tw0 is the start time and tw1 is the finish time when the target module is in opera-
tional mode. The electric charge can be converted to the silicon area of the capacitance 
fabrication as follows: 
 

Ck = Qk/Vcon                                                       (3) 
Sdecap = Cdecap/Cox                                                   (4) 
Cox = εox/tox                                                        (5) 

 
where Vcon is the noise constraint of the voltage, Cdecap is the decap budget and Sdecap is 
the silicon area of Cdecap. In order to verify our decap calculation model, we perform a 
simple experiment using SPICE and compare the required decap with [2]. In our experi-
ment, the supply voltage is set to be 2.5V and the power supply noise limit is set to be 
0.04V. If we adopt the [2] method to compute the require decap, the computation result 
is 112pF. The decap budget is 96pF if using Eq. (2) to compute. Our method could obtain 
the less required decap than [2]. 

4. SUPPLY NOISE AWARE FLOORPLANNING WITH MINIMAL 
DECAP INSERTION 

4.1 O-tree Based Power Supply Noise Aware Floorplanning 
 
To obtain the better result of one noise-driven floorplan, a suitable and controllable 

floorplan representation is needed. We compare six floorplan representations, SP, 
B*-tree, O-tree, TCG, CBL, DBL. Finally, we choose O-tree to be our representation. 
The main reason is the adjacent relation could be directly obtained. Therefore, the high 
current consumption modules could be easily placed at a distance. 

O-tree is composed of a horizontal tree and a vertical tree, as shown in Figs. 4 (b) 
and (d). The horizontal (vertical) tree could use τ(α, β) to represent the data structure, as 
shown in Fig. 4 (c). τ denotes the tree type and α denotes the paternity of the tree struc-
ture, and β denotes the permutation of modules. If the module has horizontally (vertically) 
touch with another module, such as the modules H and L in Fig. 4, it could be easily ob-
served in the horizontal (vertical) representation. If we use another representation, the 
adjacent relation of each module must spend high cost to find. Therefore, we adopt the 
O-tree to be our floorplan representation.  
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(a)                  (c)                (e) 

Fig. 4. An O-tree example, (a) One floorplan result; (b) Vertical tree of A; (c) Vertical tree repre-
sentation; (d) Horizontal tree of A; (e) Horizontal tree representation. 

 
Fig. 5. Using new delete method to delete the module J. 

 
The original O-tree operation is shown in Fig. 5 (a). If module J is deleted, the 

original Delete operation would control remaining modules to make a LD-packing floor-
plan. Two high-current modules (I and K) are placed at a tight location. Therefore, the 
current consumption of the chip would not be balance. In the special region, it would 
consume more power than other regions and must uses more decap to solve power sup-
ply noise. The similar situation is happened at the Insert operation because it only con-
siders the area and the wire length in original operation. According to the previous de-
scription, we know the original Otree operations could not control the neighbor block. 
Therefore, we need new transformation operations. These operations could avoid the 
high current consumption modules be placed at the continual location. Naturally, our 
decap insertion approach could averagely plan the decap location according to the result 
of the floorplan. We propose two new transformation operations: 

− Delete: The original operation delete the selected module only. The new operation 
would delete the select module and top-right modules of the select center together. 

− Insert: The original operation consider area factor only. The module would be inserted 
into the low noise location and the extensive area could be minimized. 

Our Delete operation could be divided into several steps. Firstly, we choose the de-
lete module ν from the β location of the horizontal and vertical representation. Further, 

(b)               (d) 
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all modules after ν in β are chosen. We could obtain two block set φ and ϕ. Therefore, 
we use Intersection Operation to compute the result of φ and ϕ and obtain the candidate 
list of deletion modules. The original representation has the data of all modules. The final 
step of our Delete operation is to continuously delete the representation until the data of 
the delete module list is not exist in the vertical and horizontal representations. Notice 
that the data of α and β should be delete at the same time. To clearly explain, we use an 
example to explain the delete operation. The horizontal and the vertical representation 
are shown in Fig. 5. The horizontal representation is set as (0011000111, HLIJK) and the 
vertical representation is set as (0010101101, HIJKL). In this case, we choose module J 
to be the delete module, ν. Therefore, the block set of φ includes module J and K, and the 
block set of ϕ includes module J, K and L. The delete candidate list, JK, could be ob-
tained after these two block sets to be Intersection Operation, JK\JKL. Finally, the data 
of module J and K in the representation are deleted and the result of horizontal represen-
tation is changed as (001101, HLI) and the vertical representation is modified as (001101, 
HIL). 

    
(a) Find all possible  

locations. 
(b) Compute cost. (c) Choose Optimal 

locations. 
Fig. 6. Using new insert operation to insert all candidate modules. 

 
The new Insert operation could be divided into three parts: (1) find all possible lo-

cations; (2) compute cost; (3) choose optimal location. If one module is inserted in a 
floorplan, it has many locations could be chosen and the first step is to discover these 
candidate locations in one LD-packing floorplan. The possible insertion location is all 
down- left corner of the floorplan result. As shown in Fig. 6, all possible insertion loca-
tion is set at the down-left corner. Every possible insertion location has the different cost 
and step 2 is to compute the cost for each candidate location. The cost function can be 
represented as follows: 

Cnew = D1(Anew − Aoriginal) + D2(Ia + Ib + Ic − Ith)                            (6) 

where Ca denote the cost when the module A is inserted in this location, D1 a and D2 are 
the weights, Anew is the area of the floorplan after the module is inserted, Aoriginal is the 
original area, Ia(b;c) denotes the current consumption of the module a(b; c), and Ith de-
notes the threshold value for local current consumption. D2 is to set a large value for pe-
nalizing high local current consumption. Every candidate location must be computed two 
times because costs are different when the insert module is directly inserted or be rotated. 
Note that Eq. (6) consider the area and the power consumption only. When other objec-
tives (ex: wire length) must be considered in the floorplanning approach, this equation 

(d) Repeat (a)-(c), until the 
Insertion candidate list null. 
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could be extended. Finally, the module is inserted in the minimal cost location. We use a 
simple example to explain our Insert operation. In Fig. 6 (a), module I, H and L compose 
a result of the floorplan and module J and K are the insert candidate of modules. Four red 
triangles denote the candidate location in the floorplan. In (b), we compute the cost after 
module J is inserted in the all candidate locations. Finally, module J is inserted in the 
minimal cost location. In this case, the minimal cost location is at the corner between 
module H and module L, as shown in (c). Because the candidate list is not null, the Insert 
operation must be repeatedly used, as shown in (d).  

 
Noise Aware Floorplan Algorithm 
Input: A compacted floorplan, F, with the current consumption for each block 
Output: A compacted floorplan, F, that two continuous high current consumption blocks could 
not placed to together 
{  Set Temperture and Final_Temperture; 

While (Temperture > Final_Temperture) 
  {  Random choose one block, Bx, from F; 
     Using new Delete method to delete Bx; 
     All deletion blocks are added into a candidate list; 
     While (the candidate list is not NULL) 
      {  Random choose one block, By, from the list; 
       Using Eq. (6) and new Insert method to insert By; 
       Delete By information in the list;  } 
        ΔC = Cost(New Floorplan) – Cost(Floorplan); 
               If (ΔC < 0) Floorplan = New Floorplan; 

Else 
               {  If (Random(0,1) > )

C
Temperturee

Δ

 
          Floorplan = New Floorplan;  } 

Cooling(Temperture)  } } 
Fig. 7. Power supply noise aware floorplan algorithm. 

 
4.2 Identification of Space Priority for Decap Insertion 

 
The space in a floorplan could be divided into three types: the extensive space, the 

empty space, and the available space. In the floorplan example shown in Fig. 8, the long-
est path are B → C and B → A. Module A, B and C are called the longest path modules. 
The overlapped channel between two consecutive longest path modules is defined as the 
extensive space. If one capacitance is inserted in the extensive space, the insertion opera-
tion will increase floorplan area. In Fig. 8, the hollow square denotes one capacitance 
block. The original floorplan area in Fig. 8 (a) is 2250μm2 and the floorplan area in Fig. 
8 (b) is 2475μm2 after the decap is inserted into the extensive space. 

A channel space with overlapped edges of the empty room is called the empty space. 
If one capacitance is inserted in this space, all the blocks will be located on the original 
positions and the floorplan area will not be increased. The space in a floorplan is called 
the available space if it is not empty space or extensive space. If a capacitance is inserted 
in this space, the area of the floorplan would not be extended, but the location of some  
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(a)                                 (b) 

Fig. 8. The increased area due to inserted decap. 

 
blocks could be changed. For example, if one capacitance is inserted between the adja-
cent blocks A and D in Fig. 8 (a), the block D would be horizontally moved to its right as 
shown in Fig. 8 (b). Initially, the block A is the right block of the block D. After inserting 
decap, the right block of the block D is a decap block but the area of the floorplan is not 
extended. 

In summary, if a decap is going to be inserted in a given floorplan, we will search 
for its insertion location according to the following order to minimize the total area over-
head incurred by the decap insertion. 

 
Empty Space > Available Space > Extensive Space 

 
4.3 Decap Insertion for Power Integrity 

 
After obtaining one resultant floorplan from the first step, we will calculate the re-

quired decap size for insertion. In order not to increase the floorplan area excessively, we 
insert the decap with four smaller decaps instead of inserting one big decap in the exten-
sive space because smaller capacitances are more possible to be inserted to the empty 
space directly. Given a floorplan, assume that one block needs decap to improve the sup-
ply noise. First, we use Eqs. (2-5) to compute the optimal decap size when the location of 
the decap and the VDD source of the module is separated. Second, the decap is separated 
into four smaller decap by the Manhattan distance from the VDD source to the power 
bump. For each smaller decap, the feasible insertion region is from a power bump to the 
VDD source. By this way, those smaller capacitances could be more possible to be in-
serted into the trivial empty space and the charge time of the capacitance could be sub-
stantially decreased. 

If the decap location and the power bump location are not close enough, the decap 
must add charge to compensate the power consumption of the wire. The compensation 
methodology is shown as follows: 

( )k k
comQ Q l c V= + ×                                                  (7) 

where l is the distance from the decap location to the power bump and c is the wire ca-
pacitance per unit length and V is the supply voltage. Finally, the minimum cost locations 
can be obtained to insert the decap. We called this methodology NDP_MAI, whose 
pseudo code is described in Fig. 9. 
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NDP_MAI Algorithm 
{  While (The power supply noise for block, Bk, not estimated) 

{  If max( )k k
genI I>  

{  Using Eqs. (2-5) to compute decap DBSk; 
The original decap is partitioned into four smaller decap based on the distance from 
VDD pins to the connection point of module k; 

        For each smaller decap  
{  Find the feasible region of the decap; 

        Fix all the space in the feasible region; 
        For each space in the feasible region  
        Compute area cost when decap insert in this space;  } 

Select the minimum cost space to insert decap;  } } } 
Fig. 9. Noise-driven decap planning with minimal area insertion algorithm. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The proposed power supply noise aware floorplanning methodology and NDP_MAI 
algorithm have been implemented using C++ language and executed on an AMD 3200 
machine with 1G memory. The set of useful parameters of the formulation in the power 
delivery model is based on the 0.25 μm technology. Five MCNC benchmark circuits are 
used to test the performance of proposed methodology. The power supply voltage is 2.5V 
and the distance between two continuous VDD is 1000Ω/μm and the power supply mesh is 
333.3Ω/μm. The k

genI  for the module k is Ak × Dc, where Ak is area of module k, Dc is the 
worst case current density. The k

genI  is assigned as a random value to be 1.05 -k
genI 2 .k

genI  
Since the MCNC benchmark does not include noise constraint, the noise constraint is set 
to be 0.25V. In our experiments, the operation time tw0 and tw1 of the switching current 
waveform are set to be 0.3ns and 0.8ns. 

To compare our method with [2], the computed decap budgets are listed in Table 1. 
In [16], the experimental results only show the floorplan area and runtime. So we cannot 
compare the decap budget with 1. In Table 1, it is clear that our computation methodol-
ogy obtain more suitable decap budgets compared to the results reported in [2]. The ex-
perimental results show that our decap budget obtained average improvement of 52.6%. 
In [1], the authors do not provide the peak noise information in the paper. We only com-
pare the peak value with [2] in Table 1. As shown in the experiment results, all cases can 
meet the given constraint. 

 

Table 1. The peak noise for all modules in our approach and [2]. This shows our estima-
tion needs less decap to suppress noise.  

Circuit Decap Budget 
(nF) 

Decap Budget 
[2] (nF) 

Decrease 
Ratio 

Our Peak 
Noise (V)

[2]Peak 
Noise (V) 

Apte 7.01 13.46 47% 0.25 0.24 
Hp 1.65 2.75 40% 0.24 0.23 

Xerox 3.09 5.71 46% 0.25 0.21 
Ami33 0.08 0.27 70% 0.23 0.19 
Ami49 3.61 9.08 60% 0.24 0.20 
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Table 2. Experimental result for MCNC benchmark circuits. This shows that our ap-
proach inserts less required decap while still meeting design constraints. 

Circuit Modules Area (μm2) 
(Floorplan) 

Area (μm2) 
(Insert Decap)

Increased Area
(μm2) 

Increased Area 
[2] (μm2)

Increased Area 
1 (μm2) 

Apte 9 47761324 47780360 19036 469916 354000 
Hp 11 9940140 10097780 157640 317503 67000 

Xerox 10 20630210 20705216 75006 269374 144000 
Ami33 33 1241440 1245266 3824 390 11000 
Ami49 49 37504880 37659870 154990 218000 217000 

 
Table 2 shows the comparison of the floorplan areas between the other methods and 

our proposed NDP_MAI algorithm. In Table 2, the experimental results of each bench-
mark circuit includes the area after floorplanning (Area(Floorplan)), the area after insert-
ing the decap (Area(Insert Decap)) and the increased area after decap insertion (Increased 
Area). Compared to the numbers reported in previous papers, our proposed NDP_MAI 
algorithm has less area overhead to insert the required decap in most cases and the noise 
constraint could be conformed in all MCNC benchmark at the same time. The aspect 
ratio of the floorplan is the main reason why the result of the ami33 benchmark is worse 
than [2].  

6. CONCLUSION 

The techniques of floorplanning and decap insertion could be used to reduce the 
power supply noise in early design stage. Based on our framework, the suitable decap 
size is found. Furthermore, based on the analysis of the floorplan and space priority, the 
NDP MAI algorithm is proposed to insert decap budget. Experimental results show that 
the proposed method can improve the increase ratio of the floorplan area when inserting 
decap. 
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